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1. politics The activities associated with the governance of a country or area. 
   
2. poll A political election in its entirety, including the casting, recording, and counting of votes. 
   
3. amendment A change, correction or improvement to something. 
   
4. deny Deny, denied, denying. To refuse to admit the truth or existence of. 
   
5. pump A mechanical device using suction or pressure to raise or move liquids, compress gases, 

or force air into inflatable objects. 
   
6. strained Not natural or spontaneous but done with effort. 
   
7. mimic To make fun of somebody by imitaiting him or her in an exaggerated way. 
   
8. scrap A small piece or amount of something, especially one that is left over after the greater 

part has been used. 
   
9. mutton The flesh of a mature sheep used as food. 
   
10. claim To say without proof or evidence that something is true. 
   
11. rowdy Noisy and disorderly. 
   
12. wound Wound, wounded, wounding. To cause an injury in the body of somebody or something, 

especially using a knife, gun or other weapon. 
   
13. tack A small, sharp broad-headed nail. 
   
14. scrub Scrub, scrubbed, scrubbing. To rub hard so as to clean. 
   
15. iron Iron, ironed, ironing. To press clothes or other fabrics with an iron to remove wrinkles. 
   
16. bill A printed or written statement of the money owed for goods or services. 
   
17. outdo Outdo, outdone, outdoing. To be superior to in action or performance. 
   
18. law A rule or system of rules recognized by a country or community as regulating the actions 

of its members and enforced by the imposition of penalties. 
   
19. rejoice To feel or show great joy. 
   
20. clerk A person employed in an office or bank to keep records or accounts and to undertake 

other routine administrative duties. 
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21.    court A body of people before whom judicial cases are heard. 
   
22. docket A list of pending cases in a court. 
   
23. issue The central or most important topic in a discussion or debate. 
   
24. resource A stock or supply of materials or assets. 
   
25. shallow Of little depth. 
   
26. moisture Wetness, especially as droplets of condensed or absorbed liquid, or in a vapor. 
   
27. custom Something that people always do or always do in a particular way by tradition. 
   
28. foggy Full of or accompanied by fog. 
   
29. catapult A large heavy war machine used in medieval times to hurl large stones at an enemy. 
   
30. burden A heavy load. 
   
31. cambium A cylindrical layer of cells in plant roots and stems that produces the new tissue 

responsible for increased girth, particularly xylem and phloem, and bark. 
   
32. sapwood The wood of a tree between the inner bark and the heartwood. 
   
33. chamber A large room used for formal or public events. 
   
34. clog Clog, clogged, clogging. To block a tube or opening gradually with dirt or dust. 
   
35. bounty A reward offered for finding a criminal or other wanted person. 
   
36. peck To take small bits of food using a beak (of a bird). 
   
37. sequoia A large redwood tree that grows in California. 
   
38. flourish To be strong and healthy or grow well, especially because conditions are right. 
   
39. metalware Objects that have been crafted from metal. 
   
40. ivory A hard creamy-white substance composing the main part of the tusks of elephant, 

walruses or narwhals. 
   
41.  burl A knot in thread or cloth. 
   
42. lump A small irregularly shaped solid mass or piece. 
   
43. fuel Material such as coal, gas, or oil that is burned to produce heat or power. 
   
44. snuffle Snuffle, snuffled, snuffling. To breath noisily through a partially blocked nose. 
   
45. graze Graze, grazed, grazing. To eat grass and other green plants in a field or fields. 
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46.  replenish To fill somebody or something with needed energy or nourishment. 
   
47. mayflower A plant that flowers in May. 
   
48. pilgrim A person who goes on a journey to a sacred place for religious reasons. 
   
49. lash Lash, lashed, lashing. To strike or beat with a whip or stick. 
   

 
     SCIENCE AND GEOGRAPHY 
 
 

1. gravity The force that pulls objects toward each other. 
   
2. rotate To spin like a top. 
   
3. phases The phases of the moon are the changes in the way the moon looks from the earth. 
   
4. full moon A full moon looks round. 
   
5. crescent moon Is thin and looks like an eyelash. 
   
6. craters Landforms on the moon, holes in the ground. 
   
7. inner planet The planets that are closest to the sun. (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars). 
   
8. Mercury The closest planet to the Sun. 
   
9. Venus The second planet from the Sun, it is Earth´s closest neighbour of the planets. 
   
10. Earth The third planet from the Sun. 
   
11. Mars The fourth planet from the Sun. 
   
12. Jupiter The fifth planet from the Sun, and the largest planet in the Solar System. 
   
13. Saturn The sixth planet from the Sun, it has large rings made of ice. 
   
14. Uranus The seventh planet from the Sun. 
   
15. Neptune The giant planet that is farthest from the Sun. 
   
16. Pluto The last known planet in the Solar System, it is the smallest planet. 
   
17. comets Icy objects that orbit the Sun in long paths shaped like ovals. 
   
18. asteroid belt A large number of asteroids travel in an asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. 
   
19. meteor A streak of light in the sky made when a small meteoroid enters the Earth´s 

atmosphere and burns up. 
   
20. meteorite The remains of a meteoroid that has reached the Earth from outer space. 
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